Department of Kinesiology: Organizational Chart

Chair
Paul Carpenter

Faculty
Matt Atencio; Becky Beal; Paul Carpenter; Rita Liberti; Cathy Inouye; ZaNean McClain; Veneisha Yingling

Regular Tenured
Matt Atencio; Becky Beal; Paul Carpenter; Rita Liberti; Cathy Inouye; ZaNean McClain; Jenny O

Tenure-Track
Albert Mendoza; Dal Hyun Moon; Jennifer Sherwood

FERP
Penny McCullagh

Emeriti
Penny McCullagh

Instructors

Full-time
Aaron Miller; Shannon Webb (1.0); Huda Prucha; Andrea Johnson; Chad Sullivan

Part-time
John Walker; Phil Akkon; Ed McIntire; Francisco Seidano; Yemreta Schub; Anna Griffin; Geoff Asikyan; Jordan Lee; Dan Eberhardt; Linda Sawyer; Corinne Noehl; Tyson Dupont; Kathryn Lucas; Megan Tomo; Sabrina Smith; Cal Caplan; Mike Regan; David Marks; Jeffrey Chung; James Musial; Linda Buchman; Jose Luis Reyes; Joseph Reyes; Marci Dupan; Megan Mather; Vince Lahti

Supplemental Instructors

Internship Coordinator
Paul Carpenter

Dartfish Mentors

Full-time
Sharon Weide (1.0); Huda Prucha; Andrea Johnson; Chad Sullivan

Part-time
John Walker; Phil Akkon; Ed McIntire; Francisco Seidano; Yemreta Schub; Anna Griffin; Geoff Asikyan; Jordan Lee; Dan Eberhardt; Linda Sawyer; Corinne Noehl; Tyson Dupont; Kathryn Lucas; Megan Tomo; Sabrina Smith; Cal Caplan; Mike Regan; David Marks; Jeffrey Chung; James Musial; Linda Buchman; Jose Luis Reyes; Joseph Reyes; Marci Dupan; Megan Mather; Vince Lahti

Single Subject Coordinator
ZaNean McClain

Graduate Coordinator
Cathy Inouye

Students

Office Staff
Melanie Bragg; Charlene Miller; Peter Lee

Advising Coordinator
ZaNean McClain

Advising Fellow
Vanessa Yingling

Success Coach
Angela Byrns (APS)

Work Study
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Fitness Center

Lab Staff
Andrew Demyo; Joaquin Tabera
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